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per Project, across
multiple media
GRADE BREAKDOWN
Each project is worth
33% of your final course
grade. The Rubric for
grading is posted under
Course Supplements.
DEADLINE PROJ 1
By 5 pm EST/US on
Wednesday, April 22,
submit the print-ready
final designs to
Submissions in the
course menu.
Save a Reduced File Size
version of your final
design as a single PDF
and post it to the
Discussion Board. titled
“Project 1: Final Designs.”
DEADLINE PROJECT 2
By 5 p.m. U.S. EST/EDT
on Wednesday, May 27,
submit the print-ready
version to Submissions
in the course menu.

FILE NAMING

Project 1 and 2
For these projects you will work independently with the Professor and self-manage substantial projects of

Name your files like the following: GRDS348_Casem_Proj1_S20_YourName.pdf

your own choosing. The challenge is not about creating a logo, a look, and simply applying it to things. It is
about demonstrating that you have thoroughly researched a subject, analyzed audience markets and trends,
studied the competition, and developed a unique solution that perfectly fits the problem.

should the file be corrupted and/or not download properly, or be in an incorrect format (JPG, TIF, PSD,
InD, AI etc). This is your responsibility. Double-check your file to ensure it downloads properly after you’ve
uploaded it. If your PDF has been corrupted, remake the PDF and upload using Firefox. Then double-

I am looking to see how you can handle lengthy levels of information about your topic. Research a social
issue or cause and educate people about it. Your final solutions can be in any medium or format providing
they are appropriate to the subject matter. The rationale for choosing the construct should be validated by
your choice of topic and target audience. Come up with a concept or theme and design a series of books

check it all over again. You will present your work on Tuesday, April 14 at the 5 pm class.
Again, no submissions will be accepted after midnight April 12. You will receive an automatic failing grade

around it. Create a series of brochures for different audiences on the same subject. Design a content-rich
magazine (i.e. Mother Jones, Wired or AdBusters). Or create a complex online website, with heavy content
like The Daily Beast, NRDC, UTNE or Newsweek. Design deliverables may include a book, a series of books,
large format brochures, posters, an ad campaign, guerilla marketing, an app, content rich magazine, environmental strategies, a logo and/or branding system, a kit, website, installation, exhibit/display, film, or motion
media campaign—or any other appropriate graphic design artifact.

version and post it to the

comfort zone.

Post at 72 dpi PDF of your work to the appropriate Discussion Board at the same time.w
METADATA
—Student name: John Smith
—Student ID #: 000615637
—Title of project: Recycling
—Photo, copy, illustration credits
—Media used: Photoshop
—Professor: Mary Ann Casem
—Title of Course: Studio II
—Assignment #

Go to the FILE menu > PROPERTIES. Enter information in the fields of the Description tab. InDesign
In the first two weeks of each project, you will develop at least forty thumbnailed exploratory ideas, followed
by three unique and extensive solutions for your project. Upload to the Discussion Board a presentation of
those three variations . Include a a Visual Brief on how each idea would play out. See examples under Course
Supplements. You may not use stock imagery unless you alter or modify them markedly.
When you develop your project, pay particular attention to your schedule and deadlines. Getting behind on
your deadlines will put a severe hardship on you at the end of the Quarter and may result in missing work or
shoddy design. You are expected to self manage these projects. You create your own path and set your own
internal deadlines. If you need extra help, seek out the Professor and schedule time with her outside of class
over the course of the 10 weeks.

Metadata:
Go to the FILE menu > FILE INFO. Photoshop Metadata: Go to the FILE menu > FILE INFO
GRADES
Average is Average. You should plan on working at least 15 hours outside of class each week if you want
to do better than a C. Your grade, your outcome, depends on the skill, intelligence and effort you apply.
Pay meticulous attention not only to every aspect of the design but to the requirement details of the
assignment as well.
Good luck, everyone. Be sure that I will do everything I can to help you along the way.

“There are three
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your responsibility.

ACROBAT METADATA

last Discussion Board.

2: May 25 by 2 pm EST

for your project regardless of whether it was presented in class or posted to the Discussion Board. This is

Metadata is the information saved with each file. Embed the following information in your metadata:
The final outcome will be equivalent to 3-4 uniquely designed pieces across multiple media. Again, one
must have great depth of content, i.e. a lot of copy or information. Should you decide to do one deliverable
that is more extensive, that one component may count for 2 components. The Professor will determine with
each student what quantity and mix of work will satisfy the requirement. The end products should support
a consistent, unified theme/concept/idea on an identified topic that is aimed at a specific market or interest
group. I would suggest using several different media if you can.

Save a Reduced File Size

1: April 20 midnight EST

A single 300 dpi PDF of your work must be posted to Submissions before midnight on April 12. Discussion
Board or email submissions are not acceptable, only work uploaded to Submissions. I will not contact you

The first project is about communicating extensive information about a social issue or cause to a specific
audience. The second project may be on anything, though come up with something that has some depth.

Use this opportunity to work in areas of interest to you, to develop and expand your skills and to learn how
to sell yourself and your design work in a fun and supportive environment. Look for holes in your portfolio
since these two projects will be the centerpiece of your book. Create projects that will take you out of your

PROCESS BOOKS

FINAL PDFS

responses to a piece
of design—yes, no,
and WOW!
Wow is the one to
aim for.”

Graphic Design is a field which is predicated around deadlines as much as quality design. You must learn to

—Milton Glaser

three hours each day on this classwork.

work within budgets and deadlines efficiently. This class will give you a good idea about your time management abilities and related flaws, which will only worsen in the field. Please do not underestimate the time
it takes to do a worthy job. In Studio II, you are developing portfolio pieces and a deeper understanding of
the requirements of the field, which will directly impact your career and your quality of life. Plan on working
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STUDIO II
PROF. MARY ANN CASEM | MCASEM@SCAD.EDU | 912-525-7205 | 124 ADLER HALL

Due Dates
Class 1
Project 1 Ideas
Class 2
3 Concepts
Class 3
Vision Board
Class 4
Thumbnails
Class 6
First component
Class 7
Second component
Class 8
Ideas for Proj 2
Class 9
Proj 1 Process Book
Third component
Written Critique
Class 10
Proj 1 Designs
Class 11
Concepts
Class 12
Vision Board
Class 13
Thumbnails
Class 15
First component
Class 17
Second componentt

Process Book
Your Process Book is for a separate grade—and a substantial one (20%)—so make sure you add to it throughout the Quarter
and do not have to accumulate everything at the last minute while you’re trying to produce your final designs. Your PB
should be digital. It is due before the start of class on Class 9—the class before the final work is due. Your PB must include
the following:
• Cover Sheet
• Assignment Sheet
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your Design Proposal
Written research
Visual research
Word lists
Written brainstorming
Mindmapping and other ideational exploration i.e. , worst idea, questioning assumptions, metaphors,
juxtaposition, brain-writing, quotes etc.
Visual inspiration
Examples of other campaigns done on the same subject
Conceptual variations
Proposals/Briefs

•
•
•
•
•
•

Format, media and technology exploration
Individual type studies and type pairings
Color studies and final palette (limit to 4 colors + black and white)
Thumbnail sketches of each component
Computer developed roughs of each component
Multiple layout variations

Early studies must show evidence of extensive ideational exploration. Assuming the research and design investigation is
substantial, please condense and order your book with section dividers and assemble into a single right-reading PDF. The
key to a successful Process Book is plenty of thumbnails, rough sketches, stylistic and layout variations of each and every
component. See posted examples on Blackboard. Your PB should be 60-120+ pages in length if you’re following the proper
process. 60 pages is an minimum, without filler pages. Do the work. Your Final Designs do not have to be included in your
book if they are not ready by Class 9.
Good luck, everyone. Be sure that I will do everything I can to help you along the way.

Class 19
Proj 2 Process Book
Third component
Written Critique
Class 20
Proj 2 Designs
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3 proposals

SIGNAL CHANGE

ROCK COOKBOOK

AMETHYST CAFE

Outline: Signal Change is a line of guitar/bass
effects pedals focused on bringing awareness
to and supporting various causes. Each type
of effect will relate to a cause, charity, or
foundation, with a percentage of sales (1015%) going towards that cause. The design of
each pedal will also relate to the cause, while
maintaining a consistent brand style across
the line. Specific examples of the pedals
would be a fuzz (distortion) pedal for animal
rights, and an underwater chorus pedal for
ocean cleanup.

Outline: Many people love throwing on some
music, jamming, and getting something
done, whether that’s cleaning their house,
working on a project, or cooking a meal. For
this concept, I’d like to combine cooking
and music to create an experience in the
kitchen. I would create a series of 3 cooking
kits based off of 3 different genres of music.
Each kit would include a cookbook, with
recipes referencing songs, a playlist, a knife
and cutting board set, and an apron and
pot holder set. The packaging for each
would remain consistent, with slight variety
according to each genre.

Outline: Rocks and minerals have been used
in a variety of ways throughout time. In
popular culture, many young adults like to
collect or wear these stones for spiritual or
aesthetic purposes. I would like to incorporate
both historical uses and modern uses of
rocks and minerals into a small restaurant/
cafe. The food and drinks would be based off
of these uses, as well as the branding for the
establishment.

Goal: To spread awareness and work towards
making positive changes in our world, by
funneling that change through something
musicians already love: new gear.
Target Audience: These pedals will be
marketed towards musicians of all ages.
Deliverables: Signal Chain branding, pedal
casing design for 3-8 various pedals, the
packaging, a website, and a poster series.

Goal: The goal of this project is to create a
fun cooking experience that allows people
to listen to music, let loose, and create a fun
meal at the same time.
Target Audience: Young adults who are
looking to get into cooking, and older adults
who are looking to have a little more fun in the
kitchen.

Goal: The goal of this is to create a space that
appeals to a variety of consumers, while at the
same time being less intimidating than certain
niche spots. I would also like to educate
people on various uses of rocks and minerals.
Target Audience: This would primarily be
directed towards young adults (millenial-gen
z) who are interested in crystals, spirituality,
and the occult.
Deliverables: Branding system, menus, and
packaging for to-go food and drinks.

Deliverables: Packaging for all items, recipe
books, cutting board design with a matching
knife, aprons, and pot holders.

ana gwyn wilson
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ROCK COOKBOOK
Outline: Many people love throwing on some music, jamming, and getting something done,
whether that’s cleaning their house, working on a project, or cooking a meal. For this concept,
I’d like to combine cooking and music to create an experience in the kitchen. I would create
a cookbook and cocktail book, with playlists of corresponding songs. The kit would include a
cookbook, cocktail book, playlists, and a seasoning set, sold separately. The packaging for each
would remain consistent, with slight variety.
Goal: The goal of this project is to create a fun cooking experience that allows people to listen
to music, let loose, and create a fun meal at the same time.
Target Audience: Young adults who are looking to get into cooking, and older adults who are
looking to have a little more fun in the kitchen.
Deliverables: Cookbook, cocktail book, packaging, playlists, spice set (labels and packaging)

ana gwyn wilson
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This Speaker Company Says Music Makes You Happier - Time
https://time.com/4214322/apple-sonos-music-happier/

can we use cooking to stay calm? That’s what we’re exploring in this
series, The Way We’re Cooking Now.

Sonos and Apple paired up to study the effects of music played
throughout a home. The idea that sparked this, was that music used to
be played aloud on records, and music nowadays is becoming less of
a social activity and more of a personal one. So they decided to study
30,000 people, and partnered with apple to monitor their heart rate,
activity, and movement for a week with music, and a week without.
Then, a final survey was sent out to participants.
The study concluded that people who listen to music together have
stronger relationships. More time together, more hugs, and more sex.
Another important point was that music made people spend 20%
more time in the kitchen, cooked 33% more meals, and 58% reported
that food made with music blaring tasted better.
Overall happiness also improved in the week with music, and researchers are beginning to see evidence of music as medicine.

My usual cooking routine is to listen to The Daily or Up First and catch
up on the news while I throw dinner together. But the past few days,
I’ve found myself leaning more towards tunes that would help me immerse myself in the chopping, dicing, and sautéing—and maybe even
help me think a little less about everything happening outside of my
kitchen.

The Connections Between Cooking and Music are Undeniable
https://harvestamericacues.com/2018/09/25/the-connections-between-cooking-and-music-are-undeniable/

The other day I posted the song “Texas Sun” by Khruangbin and Leon
Bridges on my Instagram Story with the text “Listened to this song
while I cooked. Made me feel a little better.” I received so many responses with similar sentiments: “So good.” “OMG I also listened to this
song to calm myself today.” I think we could all use a few more songs
to add to our cooking playlists

This article explores both our personal connections with food and music, and the connection between the two. The writer made connections
between different genres of music and types of food, including rock
and roll with american burgers, blues and BBQ, and vegetarian and
bluegrass.
Why You Need a Cooking Playlist Now More Than Ever
https://www.epicurious.com/expert-advice/cooking-music-playlist-article
The coronavirus outbreak has rattled our daily lives, and things seem
to change minute by minute. But there’s one constant: we have to eat.
How do we cook among the chaos? What recipes do we lean on? How
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I’ve noticed other people are feeling similarly: Cookbook author Alison
Roman recently tweeted asking for album suggestions to listen all the
way through while cooking beans, and BA editor Alex Delany made
this “Working From Wherever” playlist on Spotify. So far I’ve found that
cooking with music, as opposed to a newsy podcast, has helped facilitate more meditative cooking and even a few occasional dance breaks,
two things I am currently in need of.

Food and Music Pairing: Best Music For What You Are Cooking
https://spoonuniversity.com/lifestyle/the-best-music-for-cooking-dinner
Everyone needs some tuneage when they’re chopping 3 pounds of
carrots or rolling sushi for a party of 20. Driving, hanging out, running
— these motions of everyday life would be mundane and outright unbearable without some great jams, right? Cooking is no exception.
The musical choices you make while in the kitchen can take you from
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amateur to a legitimate chef that all your friends want to professionally
hire. Okay, that’s a stretch, but the right music can bring you to a blissful state of happiness. Happiness and food, what more do you want
from these delicious food and music pairings?

able to embrace the pleasantly delicious combination of avocado and
chocolate in this no-bake tart. When all hope is lost and you think your
seitan tacos for your vegan friend are headed for the bin, turn up Rainbow Kitten Surprise’s “RKS” album.

If You’re Cooking Asian Food
The umami punch your about to indulge in needs some witty and
adventurous melodies to accompany it. The kind of song that catches
your ear immediately and makes you dream about that certain note
you wait to hit overtime with imaginary drumsticks. You just bought a
tub of Yuzu Kosho and are ready to get creative.
This calls for some upbeat Kishi Bashi’s “Bright Whites” to get you
going. When you’re rollin’ that sushi, listen to the catchy “Gold Silver
Diamond” by The Generationals. Got batches of veg to tempura fry?
Check out a throwback album by Gorillaz, “Plastic Beach.” Food and
music pairing made funky.

If You’re Cooking Anything From Your Family Recipe Box
Play some nostalgic tunes. Your relatives took time to perfect their
recipes, so do the same and consider your jams with precision and
respect. If I’m breaking out my dad’s secret steak rub, Queen’s “Killer
Queen” will be played on repeat, or something more folksy like Jim
Croce’s “Bad, Bad Leroy Brown.”

If You’re Cooking Italian Food
This calls for some hearty, loud and happy tunes. “I Really Need Love”
by A Band of Bees is great for some happy feels while you drink (I
mean, cook) with all that wine for this easy Drunken Pasta Bake. “Do
you Believe in Magic” by the Lovin’ Spoonful will have you dancing
around the kitchen. Alabama Shakes album “Boys and Girls” will supply
you with plenty of soul as you blitz away this easy pesto in your blender.

If You’re Cooking Mexican Food
“1977” by Ana Tijoux and “La Receta” by Kemo the Blaxican are like
eating tacos — fast-paced and fun. You will be playing “I Like it Like
That” by Pete Rodriguez long after your taco fiesta is over. A more mellow tune is “Mi Negrita” by Devendra Banhart for when you’re stirring
up the guacamole. Classics “La Bamba” by Ritchie Valens and “Hotel
California (Spanish Mix)” by the Gipsy Kings will help you chop jalapeño after jalapeño for this DIY Spicy Margarita. It’s a food and music
pairing made into a true fiesta.

If You’re Cooking Something Totally Unconventional/Out of Your Comfort Zone
You’ve bought the ingredients and now you’re questioning everything
— a mashed potato chocolate cake is a thing. You need some equally
quirky, off-beat tunes to compliment your adventurous cooking episode. An underrated tune to start you on your galaxy doughnut endeavor is “Church” by 2 Bears.
When you get in the groove of “Blood” by The Middle East, you’ll be

ana gwyn wilson

Mom’s chicken soup calls for more mellow tunes like tried and true
Fleetwood Mac’s “Rumors” album or Canned Heat’s up-ity tune “Going
Up the Country.” Making Grandma’s Classic Sugar Cookies? Go way
back to Nina Simone’s “I Wish I Knew How it Feels to be Free.”

If You’re Not Turnin’ Up The Heat
the purity of the ingredients and indulging in the simple pleasures of
well-sourced ingredients that compliment each other. Your food and
music pairing should be romantic and just damn good. While you’re
making this 3-Ingredient Brie Cheese, play Pink Martini and The von
Trapps’ “Dream a Little Dream” or Maxcence Cyrin’s hypnotically beautiful “Where is My Mind.”
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Not into piano? The sax in the Coleman Hawkins’ “Greensleeves” will
take your pairing skills to new heights. If you have to have some singing in there, Otis Redding’s “Try a Little Tenderness” can do no wrong.
If You’re Baking The Sweet Stuff
Whether you’re tackling a batch of homemade croissants or only have
2 minutes for a mug cake, some poppy sugary jams are in order. Spice
Girls’ “Wannabe” should be your go-to. An early 2000s gem Liz Phair’s
“Why Can’t I?” is just contemplative enough to roll these fluffy cinnamon rolls to. “Sugar, Sugar” by The Archies will have you pouring sugar
on just about everything. These Salted Fudge Pretzel Macarons would
not make themselves without the upbeat and funky electronic melodies of Sylvan Esso’s debut album, “Sylvan Esso.”
THE REAL GIG: How making music and cooking are related – going
back to the source
https://nepascene.com/2016/07/real-gig-how-music-cooking-relatedgoing-back-source/
Since my wife is a baker and I’m a musician, inevitably there are many
late-night discussions in our house about the similarities between music and baking (or cooking in general). This brings up the essential
truth about both disciplines – if something ain’t right, go back to the
source. Either the ingredients are bad (i.e. the instrument), the chef
doesn’t know what he is doing (the musician), or the recipe sucks (the
song or part). Fix things at the source and you will have good results.
Now, nothing makes me angrier than when I am recording a musician who knows more about his computer than his instrument. Well,
maybe when the person sends a text message between every take…
that makes me pretty violent. But anyway…Too many musicians rush
through the recording process because of the mindset that what they
are hearing can be edited later. The culinary equivalent would be saying, “Hell, I’m not worried that this tastes like shit now because I’m
going to just melt cheese over it later.”

ana gwyn wilson

I will spend hours reworking a song with a band before I will spend 10
minutes editing it after the fact. That’s just the way I like to do it. I think
the results are better. It’s a time-honored tradition that I respect. That’s
not to put down the Dr. Dre’s or Skrillex’s of the world; what they do is
fabulous. All I am saying is that if you are a musician in the traditional sense, put away the damn electronics and sweat the details at the
source. I can’t tell you how many projects I have witnessed where the
artist or engineer is spending days and days editing a project when he
should have manned up and fired the damn drummer. The first process takes days, the second about 10 minutes. That may be harsh, but
to quote Tom Hanks in “A League of Their Own:” “It’s supposed to be
hard. The hard is what makes it great.”
Not everyone is qualified for the gig.
We live in a world of instant gratification. Just about anything can be
made to look like something it isn’t – at least on the surface. But I believe there is still room in the world for the master – the master chef,
the master musician, the master producer, carpenter, etc, etc. And you
don’t become a master by leaning on the same things everyone else is
leaning on. So turn down the noise and take a good, hard look at the
source of things. It won’t make you rich quick, but you will be part of a
long line of badasses.
And the world sure needs more of those.
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together
create
enjoy
listen
dance
love
learn
optimism
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relax
energize
happy
engaging
energizing
fulfilling
stress-free
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ideational exploration
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examples of similar campaigns

Turntable Kitchen is a subscription service
that delivers recipe cards, spices, and a 7in
vinyl each month.

Lost in the Supermarket is a cookbook that
“reclaims the kitchen for the hip crowd”

Mixtape Potluck is a cookbook filled with
recipes from musicians, chefs, artists, and
actors.

Music in the Kitchen is a cookbook filled with
recipes from famous musicians

ana gwyn wilson
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This variation includes a different kitchen
experience kit for 3 types of music. Each
would come with a cookbook, cocktail book,
packaging, and a playlist to encompass the
entire experience.
The goal of this is to appeal to customers
through music, allowing them to pick a
comfortable genre, and exposing them to
new food and recipes.
The target audience for this is young adults
to older adults, since each genre would
appeal to a different demographic

ana gwyn wilson

This variation includes 3 mini cookbooks
based on genres, packaging for each, a
cocktail book, and playlists for each book.
The goal of this concept is to provide the
customer with the a choice of either cooking
to their favorite music, or cooking their
favorite foods to some new music, or both.
The target audience for this is young adults,
20-35, who want a fun way to explore
cooking.
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This variation focuses on a single cookbook,
with a playlist for each recipe. It will come
packaged with a cocktail book, with playlists
for groups of cocktails. In addition, there will
be a separate kit of spices that can be used
in tandem with recipes in the cookbook.
The goal of this concept is to allow
customers to explore both music and food,
while creating a fun and lively atmosphere in
the kitchen.
The target audience for this is young to
middle aged people, 18-45, who just want
to have fun, connect, and explore music and
food.

project 2 process book

format, media, technology

Format:
The cookbook will be a 10 in x 10 in printed book. This is to ensure all the information for a recipe is available across a single spread. This is preferable to digital as there is no need to scroll, no ads, and the book can be laid open to reference while cooking. The cocktail book will also be printed for this reason, and it
will be 7.5 in x 5.5 in
The playlist will be digital, many people do not have a stereo system or turntable, so a digital playlist will allow the user to play it from their phone or computer.
The cookbook will contain both type (recipes) and image (photos of food, both
for presentation reference and for aesthetic) The cocktail book will be type
heavy, as will the packaging.

ana gwyn wilson
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Superclarendon - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Phosphate - solid
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Rig solid - bold reverse
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Gastromond - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Dotties Chocolate - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Dotties Vanilla - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Cooper Std - Black
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

cubano - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Blenny - Black
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Buffon - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Gill Sans Nova - UltraBold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Ratio Modern - Extrabold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]
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Moriston Personal - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Avenir - Roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Bernina Sans - Narrow Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Century Gothic Pro - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Clarendon Text Pro - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Prospectus Pro S - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Dotties Vanilla - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Open Sans - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Tofino Pro Personal - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Buffon - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Univers - 55 Roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Trade Gothic LT - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]
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type pairings

ana gwyn wilson

Ratio Modern - Extrabold

Gill Sans Nova - UltraBold

Bernina Sans - Narrow Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Open Sans - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

cubano - Regular

Buffon - Regular

Tofino Pro Personal - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]

Tofino Pro Personal - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]
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color studies
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final color palette
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#262626

#89D1D9

#D4F7F9

#FDD4D6

#F46D65

R - 38
G - 38
B - 38

R - 137 C - 44%
G - 209 M - 1%
B - 217 Y - 15%
K - 0%

R - 38
G - 38
B - 38

R - 253 C - 0%
G - 212 M - 20%
B - 214 Y - 7%
K - 0%

R - 244 C - 0%
G - 109 M - 72%
B - 101 Y - 56%
K - 0%

C - 71%
M - 65%
Y - 64%
K - 69%

C - 71%
M - 65%
Y - 64%
K - 69%
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vision board

Many people love throwing on some music, jamming, and getting
something done, whether that’s cleaning their house, working on
a project, or cooking a meal. For this concept, I’d like to combine
cooking and music to create an experience in the kitchen. I would
create a kitchen experience kit based off of different genres of music.
The kit will include a cookbook, a cocktail book, and corresponding
playlists for each recipe/set of recipes. The books will be packaged
together, with the playlists available online. There will also be a
separate spice set, to be used alongside the cookbook.
Goal: The goal of this project is to create a fun cooking experience
that allows people to listen to music, let loose, and create a fun meal at
the same time.
Deliverables
- 1 cookbook
- 1 cocktail book
- packaging
- playlists
- spice set

#262626

#89D1D9

Target Audience
Young adults who are looking to get into
cooking, and older adults who are looking to
have a little more fun in the kitchen.

#D4F7F9

Buffon - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]
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#FDD4D6

#F46D65

Tofino Pro Personal Cond- Semibold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz
1234567890-!?@#$%^&*()_{}[]
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logo thumbnails and type
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final logo
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deliverable 1: thumbnails
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deliverable 1: thumbnails
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deliverable 1: thumbnails
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deliverable 1: thumbnails
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deliverable 1: thumbnails
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deliverable 1: roughs
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deliverable 1: roughs
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deliverable 1: roughs
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deliverable 1: roughs
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deliverable 1: cover roughs
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deliverable 1: cover variation
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deliverable 1: asset exploration
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deliverable 1: playlists
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https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3AwoDU33BqeNsmvzhDtRYw?si=QDOjgtVvS_Shk0zZXwLntA

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4rC75ReVTsVDwp1WTccRK8?si=itc0w_oxRZmKIZsC4IE_RQ

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6fqL6hVnH14WpQJ9ISMN9R?si=Kgmdh7q5RDapBJ4kkRfO8g

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3oHolOUWdWHYzQNSaJIdEK?si=-g7H5pBEQJytt4hhV6U0rw

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/47Z2bnoA9MBufgqObnLMmJ?si=Sm5J46LASBuRvGbe1wFXbw

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/7n1U6xePICW4BauajkJkmq?si=d2lChJJbRaC4kvbKpAD48Q
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deliverable 2: research
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deliverable 2: thumbnails
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deliverable 2: roughs
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deliverable 2: roughs
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deliverable 2: asset exploration
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deliverable 2: playlists
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https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6KVKtAOBJwj3lXO6nAcNSp?si=zMbV_LhNS5W_m6Kc_m8Jzg

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4FqY0CkZXIiZ1RAJPknDP3?si=OnCVDEMLRoKOSEyevOROAQ

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/68tyJLdebbSs9LfO8LTktk?si=MxXJ5UFWSxGWiA-YD8Gzdw

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6NjGpwqK5VjIlqsUtBjbzU?si=8SfgpYUwTv6ImsPImuly6Q
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deliverable 3: research
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deliverable 3: thumbnails
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deliverable 3: roughs
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deliverable 3: roughs
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deliverable 3: roughs
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deliverable 3: roughs
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deliverable 3: roughs
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deliverable 3: roughs
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deliverable 4: research
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deliverable 4: research
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deliverable 4: thumbnails
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deliverable 4: roughs
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deliverable 4: roughs
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deliverable 4: roughs
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deliverable 4: roughs
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deliverable 4: roughs
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